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the right to property. It is for this reason that the logic of 
property became more vicious and pervasive among the 
lower classes of society. Dispossessed people would have 
nothing to lose in revolting against the economic system that 
oppressed them if their living space had not been turned 
into their property.
 Perhaps the most radical challenge to the idea of the 
house-as-property was put forth by the Swiss architect 
Hannes Meyer. Unlike many architects of his generation, he 
never designed apartments or single-family houses. Instead, 
Meyer’s major contribution to domestic architecture was 
the 1924 Co-op Zimmer, designed for a nomadic worker and 
reduced to one single room containing only the essentials: 
a bed, a cupboard, and a foldable chair.1 Such a decision 
implies that, apart from for the minimum space for self-
seclusion, the rest of the space – building and city – are consid-
ered as things to be shared with others. 
 Meyer may have wanted to design a contemporary version 
of a monk’s room, in which the lack of property (and thus 
the need to maintain such property by putting households 
into an economic system) realises the possibility of happiness. 
Co-op Zimmer reveals what could be seen as an architecture 
of use against the architecture of property. While the latter 
must always be the reflection of the identity of the owner, 
Meyer’s room is radically generic and anonymous. Precisely 
for this reason, it promises its inhabitant the possibility of a 
life liberated from the burden of household property.

 1  In Meyer’s mock-up for the project, atop a miniature table sits 
  a gramophone, whose curvacious form contrasts with the room’s 

bareness and introduces a sense of ‘superfluous’ possession 
within the existenz-minimum living condition. And it is precisely 
this small detail that manifests a sense of hedonist enjoyment in 
this modest but welcoming living space. 
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Selling the nuda proprietà (bare property) of a house means 
selling its ownership but not the right to use and derive profit 
from it (a right that remains the prerogative of the usufruc-
tuary 1 until his or her death). The scheme comes at a certain 
cost, which is why it is traditionally popular only amongst 
the elderly, who in the last years of their lives may choose to 
sell the bare ownership of their house without being forced 
to move out. Today, however, this financial formula is 
becoming increasingly popular amongst a younger demo-
graphic: in Italy, 35 per cent of those seeking to sell bare 
ownership of a property are under 50-years-old. The number 
of those in their 40s, 30s and even 20s is steadily rising.
 The value of a bare property is determined by a number 
of factors relating to the age of the seller. The older the 
usufructuary, the less time he or she will occupy the property. 
Therefore, the selling price is higher and closer to the market 
value. Alternatively, a seller can accept a fixed-term 10-year 
usufruct, for which the property value is typically estimated 
at around 50 per cent of the going rate.
 Daniele is an accountant, 38 and in debt. He has just 
sold his apartment in Milan for 55 per cent of its current 
value. In return, he is allowed to live there for the next ten 
years. During this time Daniele will be liable for all the 
expenses related to the property but if he wanted to he could 
move elsewhere and rent out the property. ‘For me it has 
been like drawing a line,’ he says. ‘I have used my property 
value to liquidate my debts, because I cannot lead my life if 
I am constantly worrying about what I owe; a life without 
debt is an asset in itself.’
 For those looking to buy, bare ownership can be a great 
deal. The purchaser benefits from a reduced price and 
generous tax discounts (bare property does not appear on 

the buyer’s tax return). By contrast, this kind of sale is usually 
a last resort for the original owner. In Daniele’s case his debt 
had been transferred into a cessione del quinto – a loan paid 
back through enforced deduction of one-fifth of his paycheck. 
He, like many others, also realised that even if he retained 
full ownership of the property, he bore the risk that taxes 
would erode its remaining value. 
 Daniele sacrificed almost half the value of his home for 
a one-time liquidity hit. That, according to current calcula-
tions, equates to 30 years of paying for the house: from Tares 
(waste charges) to vat (on the various consumptions) and 
imu  (the infamous property-tax on first homes that the 
technical government has recently introduced as an emer-
gency measure against the crisis), to name only a few.
 All these taxes on Daniele’s property would suggest that 
the Italian government had at some point injected a huge 
amount into real estate that they were trying to pay off. In 
reality, it put up little or no money at all, which is odd, and 
certainly casts a rather sinister light on the neoliberal ambi-
tion that aimed, and still aims, to make tutti proprietari 
(everyone a homeowner). This was a slogan commonplace 
during another era of crisis – one scarily statistically similar 
to the present – a slogan that the Italian state has consistently 
used to brainwash its citizens since the post-war era.2

 After the Second World War, housing was called upon 
to solve the labour problems magnified by the conflict: in 
1949 the Piano Fanfani became into effect. The project was 
deployed with the explicit intent of boosting the economy 
and using public intervention to support private develop-
ment.3 The idea was to keep construction (and architecture 
to some extent) at the service of other sectors, and at a 
preindustrial, strictly manual level. This would allow for the 
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tvs, holidays, etc – that one’s wage alone can no longer 
guarantee.
 The problem is that the value of a property is determined 
by the market, which means that when bubbles burst, as in 
2007 – 08, they can have devastating consequences – terri-
fying numbers of repossessions, huge repayments and so on 
– all caused by the fact that the debt on the property is higher 
than its value, and all burdening the property / mortgage 
owner who has contracted the debt. 
 It is clear that what hides behind the slogan tutti propri-
etari is not really the intention to make everyone a property 
owner, but rather a ‘mortgage owner’. The problem is not 
paying off debt, but rather the ultimate goal of producing an 
indebted individual, perpetually bound to repay his / her 
own debt. 
 Daniele’s decision to undersell his property might seem 
suicidal from a financial point of view, but it is significant 
that, for him, a life without debt is a type of asset. What he 
achieves is freedom, a fortune that will elude the majority 
of us. Most of western society in the twenty-first century will 
undoubtedly live out its life in a state of perpetual debt.

‘absorption’ of all those unskilled workers that had remained 
unemployed after the war, while simultaneously providing 
low-cost houses for the population. 
 Interestingly, the Piano Fanfani envisaged the possibility 
for occupiers to redeem their homes: in paying the equivalent 
of a rent (which was in essence a mortgage) over several 
decades (typically 30 – 40 years) eventually the coveted prop-
erty would become their own. At which point the owners would 
‘only’ have the various aforementioned taxes left to pay. 
 While on the one hand there has been a constant pres-
sure to move towards widening home ownership, on the 
other, after the Piano Fanfani, the number of public and 
social housing initiatives have gradually become more exig-
uous (to the advantage of the private speculators). Housing 
prices have continued to grow due to the high levels of 
demand, despite the fact that since the mid-1970s, Italy (as 
well as the rest of the ‘developed world’) has registered 
stagnant, if not falling, average wages. 
 As a consequence, the purchasing power of the popu-
lation could no longer keep up with inflation, or the pressures 
imposed by the market. The solution to this has been central-
ised personal debt, administered by the financial sector, 
which principally took the form of mortgages. 
 It is probably sensible to take on debt when making an 
investment likely to yield a return in the long run. But the 
relationship linking the mortgage system and the property 
market actually pushes the debtor-consumer towards a 
completely different direction. As long as the property market 
continues to go up, then the ‘value’ of the property increases 
proportionally, and its owner is trusted to borrow more from 
the banks. He or she (the debtor-consumer) can thus take 
out new mortgages to satisfy all those desires – whether cars, 

 1 Usufruct is a right of enjoyment, enabling a holder to derive 
  profit or benefit from property that either is titled to another 

person or held in common ownership, as long as the property 
  is not damaged or destroyed.
 2  Actually, the phrase began with Fascism, though without the 

same insistence.
 3  Situated in areas far away from the urban centres, which were 

clearly less costly to purchase, these public interventions 
attracted the private-property speculators, which gradually 
reached and hemmed them in, taking advantage of the 
infrastructures created by the public operator.
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